Compound Mutations Cause Increased Cardiac Events in Children with Long QT Syndrome: Can the Sequence Homology-Based Tools be Applied for Prediction of Phenotypic Severity?
Long QT syndrome (LQTS) can cause syncope, ventricular fibrillation, and death. Recently, several disease-causing mutations in ion channel genes have been identified, and compound mutations have also been detected. It is unclear whether children who are carriers of compound mutations exhibit a more severe phenotype than those with single mutations. Although predicting phenotypic severity is clinically important, the availability of prediction tools for LQTS is unknown. To determine whether the severity of the LQTS phenotype can be predicted by the presence of compound mutations in children is needed. We detected 97 single mutations (Group S) and 13 compound mutations (Group C) between 1998 and 2012, age at diagnosis ranging 0-19 years old (median age is 9.0) and 18.0 years of follow-up period. The phenotypes and Kaplan-Meier event-free rates of the two groups were compared for cardiac events. This study investigated phenotypic severity in relation to the location of mutations in the protein sequence, which was analyzed using two sequence homology-based tools. In results, compound mutations in children were associated with a high incidence of syncope within the first decade (Group S: 32 % vs. Group C: 61 %), requiring an ICD in the second decade (Group S: 3 % vs. Group C: 56 %). Mortality in these patients was high within 5 years of birth (23 %). Phenotypic prediction tools correctly predicted the phenotypic severity in both Groups S and C, especially by using their coupling method. The coupling prediction method is useful in the initial evaluation of phenotypes both with single and compound mutations of LQTS patients. However, it should be noted that the compound mutation makes more severe phenotype.